
« MC-615
For applications where in-ceiling mount and 

the ultimate in performance are a must, the 

MC-615 is the answer. This speaker features a 

6½-inch aluminum cone woofer and a 1-inch 

aluminum dome swivel tweeter for impeccable 

performance. The MC-615 is a fantastic whole-house 

audio speaker and excels as a timbre-matched rear  

effects channel in an MC Series home theater system.

« MC-815
The MC-815 utilizes a larger woofer than the MC-615, allowing 

this speaker to provide extended low frequencies. The 

seamless integration between the 8-inch aluminum cone 

woofer and the 1-inch aluminum dome swivel tweeter is 

flawless and allows an even more accurate audio presentation.

MC-6DB »
Designed to be used for home 

theater surround channels, 

the MC-6DB is capable of 

either bi-polar or di-polar 

modes. These modes optimize 

the sound from rear and 

rear-side effects channels to provide exceptional 

surround configuration and performance. The 

sound contour of the 1-inch aluminum dome 

swivel tweeters and 6½-inch aluminum cone 

woofer can be custom tailored through the use 

of built-in woofer and tweeter level switches. 

VM-610 »
The VM-610 is the Visage 

design of the MC-6, the 

world’s first 6½-inch 

aluminum cone in-wall 

speaker. The use of a 

6½-inch aluminum cone 

woofer allows this speaker to have 

incredible bass response, while the 

1-inch aluminum dome swivel tweeter 

complements the woofer with tonal 

accuracy. The VM-610 in-wall speaker 

allows the listener to experience 

sound as it was meant to be heard, 

without colorations or distortion.

MC-616 »
The MC-616, with its dual 

6½-inch aluminum cone 

woofers and 1-inch aluminum 

dome swivel tweeter, 

has high power handling 

capacity and features 

quick transient response 

for high definition in low 

bass frequencies. Because 

of its D’Appolito (woofer/

tweeter/woofer) design, 

it can be used for all channels of a 

complete home theater system.

In-wall Speakers

In-ceiling Speakers
« MC-615L

The MC-615L features a 6½-inch aluminum cone 

woofer and a 1-inch aluminum dome swivel 

tweeter for perfect sound quality and excellent 

performance.  The 15-degree fixed offset 

woofer and pivoting tweeter allow the speaker 

to be pointed directly at the listening position for 

incredible in-ceiling home theater performance. The MC-615L 

also features tweeter and woofer output controls so the sound 

contour can be custom tailored for each installation. The  

MC-615L is the definitive choice for in-ceiling home theater.

« MC-815L
Designed especially for home theaters, the MC-815L delivers 

extended bass performance and accurate high frequencies. 

The MC-815L features an 8-inch aluminum cone woofer 

and a 1-inch aluminum dome swivel tweeter for flawless 

performance. The 15-degree fixed offset provides better 

imaging than typical in-ceiling speakers when aimed at the 

listening position. Like all MC Series in-ceiling speakers, the MC-815L features 

adjustable tweeter and woofer output controls, allowing the MC-815L’s sound 

to be customized for each installation. When extended bass and overall high 

performance in-ceiling home theater is essential, the MC-815L is the answer.

« MCS-88 / MCS-88P
Subwoofers are a wonderful addition to any music system and 

a necessity for home theater systems. The MCS-88 provides 

the essential low frequencies needed to thoroughly enjoy your 

favorite album or movie without sacrificing critical floor space. 

The MCS-88 utilizes the wall’s internal space as its enclosure, 

and the dual 8-inch aluminum cone subwoofers add intense 

bass enjoyment to your home theater. The MCS-88P includes an 

RBH Sound SA-250DSP component-style subwoofer amplifier.

In-wall Subwoofer

In-ceiling speaker grille options: steel square white (except the  
MC-815L); stainless steel round or square in black or white.
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Note: Scan this QR code with your 
smartphone or tablet to visit the 
MC Series on our web site.



MC-553 »
The MC-553 features three 5¼-inch aluminum cone 

woofers and dual 1-inch aluminum dome swivel 

tweeters for pristine sound quality and outstanding 

performance. Developed for high-end home theaters 

or multi-channel media rooms, the MC-553 has the 

unique ability to perform double-duty as both a 

center-channel speaker and as a main front left or 

right speaker in a surround sound system. The lower 

woofer and tweeter can be configured to perform the 

duty of the center channel, thereby eliminating the 

need for a separate dedicated center channel.

MC-414 »
Despite its small size and its dual 4-inch aluminum 

cone woofers and 1-inch aluminum dome swivel 

tweeter, the MC-414 packs a mighty punch! The 

woofer-tweeter-woofer configuration results in high 

power handling and a focused dispersion pattern. 

The MC-414 works particularly well as a center 

channel due to its brilliant clarity, small profile, and 

magnetically shielded design. 

The MC Series in-wall and in-ceiling speakers are among the finest in the industry. The series features trickle-down technology 

from our award-winning Signature Series products. Using computer modeling software and cutting-edge design, the MC series was 

developed to deliver the highest in-class performance in every category.

Advanced materials and technologies were incorporated at every step of the design process to ensure each MC series model performs 

at its absolute best. Steep acoustic-slope crossovers were developed and incorporated with the sole purpose of unleashing the 

highest fidelity from each individual driver while ensuring years of trouble-free listening enjoyment. 

Look no further than the MC Series speakers to deliver the best performance from their discreet in-wall and in-ceiling vantage points.
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• See icon legend on page 29.


